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ABSTRACT 

 

 

We apply a regression-discontinuity design to identify the causal impact of letter grades on 

student effort within a course, subsequent credit hours taken, and probability of majoring in 

economics.  Our methodology addresses key issues in identifying the causal impact of letter 

grades - correlation with unobservable factors, such as motivation, and direction of causation.  

Although we do not find evidence that letter grades influence undergraduate student’s course 

taking behavior or decision to major in economics, we find that, within a course, students 

respond to their exam letter grades.  Our findings emphasize that the effects of letter grades can 

vary based on differences in institutional characteristics and context.   
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The influence of letter grades on student behavior and outcomes has been a source of concern 

given the rise in grade inflation and variation in grading practices across fields and across higher 

education institutions.  In particular, many economics departments are concerned that their 

relatively stricter grading standards impair major recruitment and course enrollment.  Student 

response to letter grades has important implications toward persistence, major choice, and 

subsequent employment opportunities.  Institution- and course-specific grading practices not 

only have a role in students’ course selection behavior, but also in the reliability with which 

students can determine their strengths.  The importance of letter grades is undeniable; grades are 

used in determining eligibility for scholarships, sports teams, and honors societies, as well as 

used by employers in assessing quality of job applicants.  Insofar as student response to grades 

varies by gender and/or ethnicity, grades can determine the composition and the diversity of 

academic fields and the workforce.  As such, there is a growing body of literature investigating 

the effect of letter grades on a variety of outcomes.   

 

While this literature is well developed, and spans many years, institutions, and disciplines, a 

fundamental obstacle to identifying the impact of letter grades on major choice is the influence 

of unobserved factors connecting letter grades to major and course selection.  The majority of 

previous studies rely on regression frameworks for identification and their primary interpretation 

is that students with low letter grades in an introductory course leave the subject to maintain a 

higher overall grade point average or because students learn that their comparative advantage lies 

elsewhere.  Since students with higher grades are also more likely to have higher motivation or 

ability, studies using regression may yield upwardly biased estimates regarding the importance 
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of letter grades.  Though several studies have controlled for overall performance to identify a 

student’s comparative advantage, this approach does not address concerns that students may put 

relatively more effort into their intended major’s introductory courses.  A student may spend 

more time or work harder in introductory courses of subjects in which they intend to major.  

Consequently, they may earn higher letter grades in these courses and are also more likely to 

major in these subjects.  We address the issue of unobserved heterogeneity across letter grades 

using a regression-discontinuity design to isolate the causal impact of letter grades among 

students in an introductory economics course. 

 

We examine the influence of letter grades on student behavior – 1. allocation of effort within a 

course in introductory economics, 2. subsequent selection of additional courses in economics, 

and 3. decision to major in economics.  Our regression-discontinuity approach incorporates raw 

numerical scores from which letter grades are calculated.  Numerical scores are composed of the 

exact scores from preliminary exams, homework assignments, and final exam.  The total or final 

numerical scores proxy for student effort and/or understanding of course material.  Without 

numerical scores or other such variable, previous studies are unable to provide the direction of 

causation, leaving unclear whether students perform better given their interest in economics or if 

better grades, given ability, increases student interest in economics.  By comparing the course 

and major choices made by students with similar numerical scores earned from course 

assignments and exams, but who are assigned different letter grades, we identify the causal 

impact of letter grades on students’ decisions to take additional courses in or to major in 

economics.  Additionally, we use the regression-discontinuity approach to test whether students, 

during a given course, allocate differential effort on the second exam based on letter grades on 
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the first exam.  We posit that a student’s grade expectations and goals influence the level of 

effort that she exerts on the second exam, and therefore, examine the effect of the first exam 

grade on the performance on the second exam.   

 

In regard to within-course effects of grades, we find that students who score slightly below an 80 

on the first exam earn substantially higher scores on the second exam compared to students who 

score slightly above an 80 on the first exam.  A score of 80 is the numerical cutoff for a “B” in 

this course, such that students with a 79 or below fall into the “C” category.  If letter grades had 

no causal impact on course effort, one would expect students who earn just below an 80 on the 

first exam to perform similarly to or slightly worse than students who earn just above an 80 on 

the first exam.  We find, however, that performing slightly below a “B” on the first exam leads to 

performing 5 percentage points better on the 2
nd

 exam.  While students appear to allocate effort 

in response to their first exam letter grade, we do not find evidence of a causal impact of letter 

grades on course or major choice among female or male economics students.  Small changes in 

numerical scores do not appear to change a student’s propensity to take additional courses or 

major in economics.  The finding that letter grades do not influence students’ major choice is in 

contrast to results found by Ann Owen (2010).  Applying a similar methodology to a different 

institution, Owen finds that women in economics respond strongly to letter grades in terms of 

their major choices.  

 

Our findings highlight that the influence of letter grades on student behavior and outcomes is 

complex, context-dependent, and perhaps, institution-specific.  Since we find that students who 

receive very similar final scores, but different letter grades behave similarly in regard to course 
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and major selection, it suggests that students are not necessarily using their letter grades as a 

signal of their comparative advantage in this specific context.  Rather, students appear to be 

using their numerical scores, the information that they have received continuously throughout the 

semester regarding their course performance, as determinants of their choice to take additional 

courses in or to major in economics.  To illustrate further, in the absence of more grade 

information or performance indicators, we find that students who perform marginally worse on 

the first exam will earn higher scores on the second exam relative to students who perform 

marginally better on the first exam.  Our paper is structured as follows: 1. Literature Review, 2. 

Data, 3. Methods and Results: Within Course Effort, Major Choice, and Course Selection in 

economics, 4. Discussion, and 5. Conclusion. 

 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

A large literature has examined the impact of letter grades on major choice. Using data from 

Williams College, Sabot and Wakeman-Linn (1991) find that controlling for performance in 

other subjects, receiving an “A” instead of a “B” in an introductory course increases the 

likelihood of taking a second course by approximately 10-20 percent in economics and English. 

Since Sabot and Wakeman-Linn’s paper, the positive influence of higher letter grades on major 

choice has been shown in a wide variety of disciplines and institutions. Christopher et al. (1994) 

find that letter grades are strongly correlated with declaring and remaining in natural sciences at 

four highly selective institutions. Similarly, Ost (2010) finds that students with a one point higher 

GPA in the physical or life sciences are 11 percentage points more likely to major in the 

respective field. Using data from a liberal arts college, Rask (2010) also finds that a higher letter 

grade increases the probability of persisting in a STEM field by approximately five percentage 
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points. Owen (2010) uses a regression-discontinuity model to plausibly identify the causal 

impact of letter grades on major selection. Owen finds that a change from a “B” to an “A” in 

introductory economics increases the probability of majoring by 15 to 20 percentage points 

among women, while having no statistically significant impact for men.  Since our study is most 

similar to Owen’s in that we also apply a regression-discontinuity design, we will refer to her 

study throughout the paper with further discussion on our contrasting findings. 

 

Our investigation of student effort in response to exam letter grades contributes to the literature 

on the use of grades as incentives.  Paredes (2012) investigates how relative or absolute grading 

systems influence the level of effort exerted by students. Using data from students who attended 

the Faculty of Business and Economics in the University of Chile, which changed its grading 

standard from absolute to relative, Paredes finds that grading systems influence the level of effort 

exerted by students and that the impact varies between low and high ability students.  Low 

ability students exert less effort with absolute grading standards, but more effort with relative 

grading standards.  Betts (1997) also finds that grading standards influence student achievement.  

Using the Longitudinal Study of American Youth, he finds that higher grading standards increase 

the performance of students, particularly high ability students.  Students who attend schools with 

lax grading standards have lower gains in test scores and complete relatively less homework.  

Grant and Green (2012) investigate grades as incentives for increased study effort with a sample 

of students from Sam Houston State University.  They find that, despite the potential economic 

returns of higher grades, students do not increase effort to raise exam scores even if this could 

potentially be the difference between failing and passing the course.  We further this literature by 
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providing well identified evidence that receiving a “C” instead of a “B” has strong motivational 

effects for introductory economics students. 

   

DATA 

We collected numerical score and letter grade data from three offerings of an introductory 

microeconomics course during the 2009 and 2010 academic years at a large, selective research 

university in the Northeast United States (LSRU).  The three offerings each enrolled roughly 400 

students for a total sample of 1,174 students.  The introductory microeconomics course is a 

requirement for entry into the undergraduate economics major and is a prerequisite for upper-

level economics courses.  Students exploring economics as a potential major would take this as 

an initial course as well.  Although we also have data on students who completed introductory 

macroeconomics in the same time period, we limit our analyses to introductory microeconomics 

students to ensure that each observation is unique.  Introductory microeconomics and 

introductory macroeconomics are not sequential and can be taken in any order.  The same female 

instructor taught each of the offerings so there is minimal to no bias stemming from differences 

in instructional methods.   

 

Numerical score data include students’ midterm exam scores, homework scores, final exam 

score, and the total numerical score.  We merged this course-level data with demographic and 

major choice information obtained from the Registrar.  Our resulting sample consists of 44% 

women and 56% men (Table 1).  The sample is predominantly white with 1% black, 17% Asian, 

and 7% Hispanic students.  On a scale of 800 to 1600, the average SAT score is 1397.  

Approximately 34% of the students who completed the introductory microeconomics course 
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received an “A,” whereas 47% received a “B.”  Among men, 39% received an “A” compared to 

28% of women.  Students at LSRU are not required to declare an intended major upon entry; 

however, 0.9% of the students enrolled in introductory economics indicated that they plan to 

major in economics prior to matriculation.  Of the sample, 14% declared the economics major.   

 

Since grading distributions and letter grade thresholds were not identical across semesters, we 

transformed the raw numerical score into a standardized score from 0 to 4.3 where 4.3 is 

equivalent to an “A+.”  Also, a key assumption in the regression-discontinuity design is that 

students are unable to finely manipulate the running variable: scores on the first exam and 

standardized numeric scores.  Based on the information provided to us by the course instructor, 

students in our sample were not able to manipulate any of their numerical scores.  Further, we 

inspect the distribution of scores around each letter grade cutoff to ensure that there is no 

heaping, which is indicative of score manipulation.
 i
  Figure 1 provides empirical evidence that 

there is no heaping at the grade thresholds of the running variables.  Therefore, score 

manipulation is not a concern in our analyses on the influence of letter grades on student effort, 

major choice, and course-taking behavior. 

 

METHODS AND RESULTS 

Within Course Effort 

In order to investigate the impact of letter grades on course effort, we examine the relationship 

between the letter grade on a student’s first exam and performance on the second exam in 

introductory economics.  A priori, the expected impact of letter grades on student effort is 

ambiguous.  Earning a higher letter grade provides positive reinforcement and perhaps informs 
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students that economics is their comparative advantage.  On the other hand, a lower letter grade 

provides negative reinforcement and may place pressure on a student to work harder. Empirically 

identifying the impact of letter grades on course effort is complicated by the fact that course 

effort is a key determinant of letter grades. As such, students who earn a 75 on the first exam are 

likely different in unobservable ways from the students who earn an 85, such that they may exert 

less study effort for all exams.  The regression-discontinuity design addresses this concern by 

comparing students with very similar performance on the first exam, but fall in different letter 

grade categories (for example, “B+” versus “C-” for scores 79 and 80, respectively).
ii
  We 

therefore apply a regression-discontinuity analysis to determine whether a student’s grade on the 

first exam motivates or increases effort in the second exam as evidenced by higher scores.   

 

We first provide visual evidence of a discontinuity at letter grade cutoffs.
iii

  Figure 2 shows the 

relationship between the scores on the first exam and scores on the second exam surrounding 

each letter grade cutoff.  Not surprisingly, higher scores on the first exam are strongly correlated 

with higher scores on the 2
nd

 exam.  Due to mean reversion, however, students who earn near a 

90 on the first exam tend to earn below a 90 on their second exam.  There is little visual evidence 

of discontinuities around the “A/B” grade threshold.  The “B/C” threshold, however, shows a 

clear decrease in 2
nd

 exam scores among students who earn a “B” rather than a “C” on the first 

exam.  Figure 2 suggests that for students on the “B/C” margin, falling in the “C” category 

motivates students to improve their scores on the 2
nd

 exam.    

 

To formalize these visual results, we estimate the following regression discontinuity 

specification: 
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Yi is student i’s score on the 2
nd

 exam and Xi is a set of time-invariant covariates. Ci is student i’s 

score on the first exam minus the relevant cutoff (for example, 80 or 90).  Ai is an indicator for 

whether the first exam score is above or below the relevant cutoff.  The parameter of interest is δ 

which provides an estimate of the discontinuity.  Each cutoff is estimated for observations within 

5 points of the discontinuity, but the results are very robust regardless of the restriction. 

 

The results shown in Table 2 provide an estimate of the discontinuity at each grade threshold and 

confirm the findings from the visual inspection of Figure 2.  There is a strong statistically 

significant impact of letter grades at the “B/C” threshold, but little evidence of an effect at other 

localities.  The magnitude of the letter grade effect at the “B/C” margin is striking.  The 

coefficient for the impact of earning a “C” instead of a “B” is -5.481, which means that students 

who earn just below a “B” on the first exam outperform similar students on the 2
nd

 exam by over 

half a letter grade (Table 2).
iv

   

 

A priori we would expect that students who have very similar scores on their first exam should 

have similar expectations regarding their likely performance on the second exam.  Therefore, a 

student with a 79 on the first exam should behave similarly to a student who receives an 80, 

despite the difference in the letter grades associated with the numerical score.  In other words, we 

expect that students on either side of a letter grade cutoff on the first exam will exert similar 

effort on the second exam.  We find, however, that students at the “B-/C+” threshold behave 

differently suggesting that the signal of letter grades influences student behavior, despite their 

access to the more refined signal of exact numerical score. 
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Major Choice 

We apply a regression-discontinuity design to estimate the impact of letter grades on the 

probability of majoring in economics.  Across a distribution of numerical scores, there are 

different thresholds or cutoffs for receiving particular letter grades.  Since the probability of 

earning a particular letter grade jumps discontinuously at each cutoff, if letter grades impact 

major choice, then there should also be a discontinuous jump in the probability of majoring in 

economics when comparing students with approximate numerical scores around each cutoff.  

 

We estimate: 

 

where all variables are defined as in the previous equation except for y, which is now an 

indicator for majoring in economics.  Each cutoff is estimated for observations within 0.25 points 

of the discontinuity, but the results are very robust regardless of the restriction.  Figure 3 shows 

the probability of majoring in economics by the standardized numeric score at each of the 

following grade thresholds: “A/B” and “B/C.”  Upon visual inspection of Figure 3, there appears 

to be no evidence of a discrete jump in the likelihood of majoring in economics at any of the 

localities.  The second panel of Table 2 summarizes the regression-discontinuity coefficients at 

each of the thresholds and confirms that there is no statistically significant difference in the 

probability of majoring in economics. 

 

Since our findings contrast Owen’s (2010) results, we replicate her methodology to rule out 

differences in methodology as a potential explanation for the differences in results.  Table 3 

compares descriptive statistics between our sample and Owen’s sample.  The proportion of 
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female students enrolled in both of our introductory economics courses is approximately 44-

45%, and the percentage of students who select economics as a major is 14% in our sample and 

12% in Owen’s.  Approximately 34-35% of students in both of our samples receive a letter grade 

of an “A” in introductory economics. 

 

Owen’s primary estimates are based on local linear regressions split by gender.  Therefore, we 

also provide local linear regressions on the probability of majoring in economics for women in 

Figure 4a and for men in Figure 4b.  Standard errors are included in the graphs.  Figure 4a shows 

that the probability of majoring in economics does not differ at the discontinuity for women.  In 

other words, letter grades do not influence women’s decision to major in economics.  Figure 4b 

shows that men do not appear to respond to letter grades in their major choice.  There is an 

estimated discontinuity, but this is not statistically significant and the discontinuity is not robust 

across specifications.  Table 4 summarizes the regression-discontinuity estimates using a 0.10 

bandwidth.  The coefficient for men, 0.093, is moderate, but not statistically different from zero.  

This result is consistent with and similar in magnitude to that found by Owen (0.085).  The 

coefficient for women, however, is 0.007, which is much lower in magnitude than that found by 

Owen (0.162).  The standard errors in our sample are similar to that of Owen’s suggesting that 

our lack of statistical significance is not related to differences in power between our samples.   

 

One issue in any paper finding a zero effect is that a lack of evidence of an effect is not the same 

as evidence of no effect. Ultimately, it is impossible to conclusively prove the absence of an 

effect, but given the replicated methodology, it is reasonable to conclude that student behavior in 

our sample is substantively different than student behavior in Owen’s sample. 
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Course Selection 

Again we use regression-discontinuity to investigate the impact of letter grades on course taking 

behavior.  Course selection is measured as the number of credit hours taken in economics within 

three semesters of completing the given introductory microeconomics course.  We calculated 

credit hours for three semesters in order to smooth idiosyncratic course taking behavior 

stemming from various sources, such as availability of courses in certain semesters (fall or 

spring), student schedules and competing required courses, etc.
v
  While course selection in 

economics is correlated with eventual major choice, we investigate credit hours to provide an 

intermediary outcome, as well as to distinguish increased interest among students who are 

exploring economics who do not necessarily have definite plans for majoring. 

 

We estimate: 

 

where all variables are defined as in the previous equation except for y, which is now equivalent 

to the number of course credits taken in economics within 3 semesters of completing this 

introductory microeconomics course. 

 

Based on a visual inspection of the relationship between standardized numerical scores and 

likelihood of taking additional courses in economics (Figure 5) and the regression-discontinuity 

coefficients (Table 2), we do not find evidence of an impact of letter grades on course taking 

behavior. 
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DISCUSSION 

Among students enrolled in the introductory microeconomics course, the influence of grades 

appears to be dependent on contextual factors and the availability of performance indicators.  At 

the beginning of the term when limited information regarding performance is available, students 

who just fall in the “C” category on the first exam are more likely than students who just reach 

the “B” category to receive higher scores on the second exam.  This response is limited to 

students who fall at the margin of the “B/C” cutoff suggesting that students may be particularly 

averse to receiving a “C.”  At LSRU, grades are considered for eligibility for scholarships and 

other organizations, and a grade of “C” often precludes participation in these activities. 

 

Like Owen (2010), we apply a regression-discontinuity model to investigate the influence of 

grades on probability of majoring in economics.  Whereas we do not find a statistically 

significant effect, Owen finds contrasting results.  Her findings are robust using two different 

samples: 1. students enrolled in an introductory economics course at a selective research 

university which assigns letter grades without pluses or minuses, and 2. students from a liberal 

arts college in the northeast United States where letter grades are assigned with pluses or 

minuses. Owen finds that female students are more likely to major in economics when they 

receive higher letter grades relative to students with similar numerical scores, whereas the female 

students in our sample do not respond similarly.   

 

Although we are unable to directly compare institutional characteristics to understand the 

difference between our results and Owen’s, we know that both of our samples are derived from 

highly selective research institutions in the Northeastern United States, that the proportion of 
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women taking introductory economics is similar at around 44%, and that class sizes are large 

(around 400).  The disparity in our regression-discontinuity results may partially stem from 

differences in whether grades are assigned with pluses or minuses; the absence of pluses and 

minuses create sharper discontinuities in Owen’s main sample.  In her alternative sample which 

includes grades with pluses and minuses, however, she finds an effect of letter grades using 

probit analysis, whereas we do not.  In this case, the contrasting results may be due to difference 

in the type of institution and the class size.  Owen’s alternative sample is collected from a liberal 

arts institution in the Northeast with an average class size of 29.   

 

While differences in institutional characteristics and grading practices likely contribute to our 

contrasting results, it is important to emphasize that our findings for men are similar not only in 

direction, but in magnitude to Owen’s.  We and Owen both find similar statistically insignificant 

point estimates for the effect of grades on the probability of majoring in economics among men 

who completed introductory economics.  Women, on the other hand, are more likely to major in 

economics based on letter grades in Owen’s main and alternative samples, whereas letter grades 

do not impact women in our sample.  One possible explanation for the divergence in results for 

women is that the instructors are all male in Owen’s alternative sample and predominantly male 

in her main sample.  In contrast, the instructor for all of our introductory microeconomics 

courses is a woman.  Comparing proportion of female students in courses taught by the female 

instructor with courses taught by a male instructor, we find no bias arising from female students 

selecting into the female instructor’s section.  Although we are unable to test gender effects 

directly since we do not have data for male instructors teaching introductory economics courses, 

previous literature shows that an instructor of the same gender can increase students’ likelihood 
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of persistence (Bettinger & Long 2005, Rask & Bailey 2002).  Thus, having a competent, high-

performing female instructor as a role model may provide female undergraduates with stereo-

type disconfirming evidence regarding women in economics and perhaps attenuates the 

importance of letter grades as a signal of ability.   

 

In both Owen’s and our study the true effect that grades have on average major choices is 

potentially understated because the samples are necessarily restricted to students who choose to 

enroll in an introductory course. While these students are the appropriate sample when 

considering the determinants of major attrition, they are not representative of students in general. 

In particular, one might expect that given that science and economics courses have a reputation 

for giving relatively low grades, only the students who are least responsive to course grades 

would elect to enroll in such a course. Although we find no evidence that these students respond 

to their letter grades by changing their course of study, it is possible that certain students avoid 

enrolling in the first place due to a fear of low grades. This consideration highlights another 

potential explanation for our differing results from Owen.  Students at LSRU are well informed 

regarding average grades across disciplines since median grades are available to the student 

body.  If the knowledge of median grades results in only the least grade-sensitive students to 

enroll in low grading departments, this may explain why we find no effect of letter grades on 

major choices using our sample.  Bar et al. (2009) finds evidence that students respond to the 

introduction of public median letter grades at Cornell University.  To the extent that LSRU 

students in our time frame are similarly responsive, the influence of grades on major choices may 

occur through the initial decision of whether to enroll in the introductory courses.   
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Insofar as course selection is correlated with major choice, the publication of median grades at 

LSRU may also explain why we do not find an effect of letter grades on course selection.  

Students who are more responsive to grades may not be choosing to enroll in introductory 

economics.  And students who are less sensitive to grades may choose to continue to take 

additional courses in economics based on interest.  Since students on the margin of each side of a 

letter grade threshold are similar in ability and in other unobservable ways (motivation/effort), it 

follows that they will also have similar expectations for future grades.  Therefore, in our sample, 

the students appear to be using their knowledge of their performance and ability (numerical 

score), rather than the letter grade itself, to determine whether to take additional courses in 

economics. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Our investigation of the impact of letter grades on within-course student effort, course selection, 

and major choice yielded results consistent with previous literature while bringing new insights 

to the meaning of grades.  Previous research has tended to show that higher grades lead to greater 

likelihood of majoring or persisting in a subject (Ost 2010, Rask 2010, and Sabot & Wakeman-

Linn 1991).  We, however, do not find an impact of letter grades on course selection or major 

choice among students in economics.  Although at first glance, these may be seemingly 

conflicting findings, the dissonance can be reconciled.  While students whose score fall just 

above a grade cutoff are given a different letter grade than those who fall just below, students on 

either side of the threshold should have similar expectations regarding future letter grades. As 

such, the parameter estimated by the regression-discontinuity approach is the impact of 

introductory letter grades, holding expectations of future economics grades constant.  The fact 
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that we find no evidence of a direct effect of introductory grades does not preclude the possibility 

that introductory letter grades impact major choice through changed expectations.  

 

One contribution of our paper is that we find evidence that exam letter grades strongly influence 

student behavior within a course.  Our finding that earning a “C” rather than a “B” increases 

student effort suggests that tougher grading standards have the potential to improve student 

performance or that eligibility or programmatic requirements can motivate students toward 

higher letter grades.  Letter grades in isolation, however, do not appear to influence students’ 

decisions to take additional courses or to major in economics, which is in contrast to findings 

from Owen (2010).  Our findings emphasize that the impact of grades is context dependent and 

that the heterogeneity in institutional factors makes it difficult to generalize the results of one 

study.  Therefore, care should be taken when adopting policies and programs reforming grading 

practices, as they may not necessarily lead to intended outcomes across institutions and across 

fields. 
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TABLES 

Table 1: Summary Statistics        

Demographics Mean Std. Dev. 

Female 0.44 0.50 

Black 0.01 0.10 

Asian 0.17 0.38 

Hispanic 0.07 0.23 

SAT score 1396.75 112.03 

Cumulative grade point average 3.24 0.515 

Intended econ major as a matriculant 0.009 0.10 

Declared Economics 0.14 0.35   

Performance in Intro Microeconomics Mean Std. Dev. 

Exam 1 Score 81.15 12.85 

Exam 2 Score 79.34 12.49   

Final Letter Grade and Numeric Score All Male Female 

Proportion who receive an "A" 0.34 0.28 0.39 

Proportion who receive a "B" 0.47 0.5 0.45 

    

Frequency of Final Letter Grades  

A+ 0.06 

A 0.12 

A- 0.16 

B+ 0.19 

B 0.16 

B- 0.13 

C+ 0.08 

C 0.04 

C- 0.04 

D+ and Lower 0.02     

Observations 1,179     
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Table 2: Regression-Discontinuity Coefficients   

Letter Grade Threshold Coefficient Std. Error 

Performance on Second Exam 

A/B  2.89 1.986 

B/C  -5.481* 2.671 

Major in Economics 

A/B -0.04 0.085 

B/C  -0.06 0.09 

Course Selection in Economics 

A/B  0.388 1.913 

B/C  -0.762 1.742 

Observations 1,179   

   

*p<0.05 
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Table 3: Comparison of Descriptive Statistics           

              

    Owen's Sample 

  
Full 

Sample 
Female Male 

Full 

Sample 
Female Male 

Proportion of female coursetakers 0.45 1 0 0.44 1 0 

Proportion who major in economics 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.12 0.09 0.15 

Proportion who receive an "A" 0.34 0.28 0.39 0.35 0.32 0.37 

Proportion who receive a "B" 0.47 0.5 0.45 0.39 0.41 0.37 

Standardized numerical score*  -0.39 -0.49 -0.33 -0.45 -0.48 -0.42 

* Raw numerical score is standardized to a mean of 0 and standard deviation of 1  
  

and the cutoff for obtaining an "A" in that section is 

subtracted.     
 

 

 

  

Table 4: Regression-Discontinuity Marginal Effects of      

Receiving an "A" on Probability of Majoring in Economics    

(Bandwidth 0.10)         

  Our Results Owen's Results 

  Female Male Female Male 

Coefficient 0.007 0.093 0.162** 0.085 

Bootstrap Standard Error 0.102 0.067     

z statistic 0.07 1.38 2.3 0.96 

** p < 0.05     
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FIGURES 

Figure 1: Evidence for No Heaping at Grade Thresholds 
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Figure 2: Score on the 2
nd

 exam as a function of the score on the 1
st
 exam 

 

A/B Grade Threshold 

 

B/C Grade Threshold 
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Figure 3: Probability of Majoring in Economics 

 

A/B Grade Threshold 

 

B/C Grade Threshold 
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Figure 4a: Probability of Majoring in Economics: Female Students  

(Local Linear Regression) 

 

 

Figure 4b: Probability of Majoring in Economics:  Male Students  

(Local Linear Regression) 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

Figure 5: Probability of selecting additional courses in economics  

(Within 3 semester of taking Introductory Economics) 

 

A/B Grade Threshold 

 

B/C Grade Threshold 
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NOTES 
                                                           
i
 In results not shown, we find no evidence of a discontinuity at any grade threshold for the 

following covariates: SAT score, proportion of black and Asian students, and gender.  This 

suggests that students are not systematically sorting around the grade thresholds. 

ii
 We do not present our results among students who fall in the “C/D” and “D/F” grade 

thresholds.  Letter grades at these thresholds do not influence course-taking or major choice 

behavior.   

iii
 Exam scores were provided to us in integer increments so each dot in Figure 2 is averaged at 

the integer level.  For analyses that use final course numeric scores, we use 0.1 point increments. 

iv
 For comparison, in an ordinary least squares regression of SAT scores on performance on 

second exam, a 100 point increase in student SAT scores is associated with a 5.3 percentage 

point increase in exam performance. 

v
 Using credits taken in the semester following the introductory microeconomics course yields 

similar results. 

 


